Point-to-Point Services
Point-to-Point provides both Fixed Route and On-Demand services to get around campus. For more details about P2P services, please visit move.unc.edu/p2p.

Track buses with the TransLoc Rider app or triangle.transloc.com.

Service Impacts
Buses do not run during breaks, University-recognized holidays, or when residence halls are closed. P2P may suspend or detour service during operating hours due to congestion from events impacting campus.

Rules for Riding
- Adhere to all driver requests.
- Wait for riders to exit before boarding.
- Do not board bus if it is already at capacity.
- Check seat area for belongings before exiting.
- No smoking, drinking, eating, yelling or using profanity.
- Offer first row seats to patrons requiring accessible seating.
- Do not participate in activities that distract the driver or are unsafe to other riders.